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4. System Description

This clause presents the concepts used within this standard. The key architectural components and their interrelations are introduced. System architecture is used to describe functional components of the coexistence system. The architectural descriptions are not intended to represent any specific physical implementation of the coexistence system.

4.1 System architecture

The coexistence system has three logical entities and five logical interfaces. Each logical entity is defined by its functional roles and interfaces with other logical entities.

Figure 1 shows system architecture of the coexistence system.

![System Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 1—System architecture**

Three logical entities of the coexistence system are:

- Coexistence Enabler (CE)
- Coexistence Manager (CM)
- Coexistence Discovery and Information Server (CDIS).

The CE enables all communication between a TVBD network or device and a coexistence manager that serves this TVBD network or device.

The CM is responsible for coexistence decision making related to reconfiguration of TVBD networks or devices to solve coexistence problems between them. The CM obtains all necessary information for this decision making. CM decisions are informed to TVBD networks or devices. Different CMs may communicate with each other.

The CDIS is responsible for calculating neighbor TVBD networks or devices for CMs. Also, the CDIS supports discovery of CMs by each other in order to open interfaces between them.

Five logical interfaces of the coexistence system are:
— Interface A between a CE and a TVBD network or device
— Interface B1 between a CE and a CM
— Interface B2 between a CM and a CDIS
— Interface B3 between different CMs
— Interface C between a CM and a TV bands database.

4.2 Logical entities / Entities

4.2.1 Coexistence enabler

The CE enables all communication between a TVBD network or device and a coexistence manager. The key functions of the CE are the following:

— Perform authentication/deauthentication and registration of the TVBD network or device in the coexistence system
— Perform subscription and subscription update of the TVBD network or device to the coexistence services
— Request and obtain information required for coexistence from the TVBD network or device
— Translate reconfiguration requests received from the CM into TVBD-specific reconfiguration requests and send them to the TVBD network or device
— Translate measurement results or coexistence information from the TVBD network or device into coexistence messages and send them to the CM.

4.2.2 Coexistence manager

The CM is responsible for coexistence decision making related to reconfiguration of TVBD networks or devices to solve coexistence problems between them. The CM obtains all necessary information for this decision making. CM decisions are informed to the TVBD networks or devices. Different CMs may communicate with each other.

The CM has the following main functions:

— Perform registration/deregistration of the TVBD networks and devices in the CDIS
— Exchange information required for coexistence with CEs, CDIS, and other CMs
— Request TVBD networks or devices to perform measurements required for coexistence
— Perform channel classification and selection
— Generate coexistence white space map
— Calculate intra-CM neighbor TVBD networks or devices
— Make coexistence decisions related to TVBD network or device reconfiguration
— Request reconfiguration of the TVBD network or device according to the decisions
— Obtain available channel information from a TVWS database directly or via the TVBD network or device
4.2.3 Coexistence discovery and information server

The CDIS is responsible for calculating neighbor TVBD networks or devices for CMs. Also, the CDIS supports discovery of CMs by each other in order to open interfaces between them.

The CDIS has the following main functions:

- Store registration information of TVBD networks and device
- Calculate neighbor TVBD networks or devices
- Inter-CM
- Intra-CM
- Select master CM
- To support balancing of processing load during coexistence decision making
- Provide neighbor TVBD network or device and CM information
- Perform network geometry classification.

4.3 Interfaces

4.3.1 Interface A

Interface A between a CE and a TVBD network or device may be used to transmit the following:

- From a TVBD network or device to a CE:
  - TVBD network or device registration information
  - Available channel information obtained from a TVWS database
  - Information required for coexistence
  - Measurement results
  - Reconfiguration results
  - Neighbor report requests
  - Channel classification information requests
  - Event indications
- From a CE to a TVBD network or device:
  - Neighbor and radio environment information
  - Information requests
  - Measurement requests
  - Reconfiguration requests
4.3.2 Interface B1

Interface B1 between a CE and a CM may be used to transmit the following:

- From a CE to a CM:
  - TVBD network or device registration information
  - Available channel information obtained from a TVWS database
  - Information required for coexistence
  - Measurement results
  - Reconfiguration results
  - Neighbor report requests
  - Channel classification information requests
  - Event indications

- From a CM to a CE:
  - Neighbor and radio environment information
  - Information requests
  - Measurement requests
  - Reconfiguration requests
  - Channel classification information.

4.3.3 Interface B2

Interface B2 between a CM and a CDIS may be used to transmit the following:

- From a CM to a CDIS:
  - CM registration information
  - Neighbor information requests
  - Information required for balancing of processing load during coexistence decision making

- From a CDIS to a CM:
  - Neighbor information
  - Master CM announcement.

4.3.4 Interface B3

Interface B3 between CMs may be used to transmit the following:

- Information required for coexistence
- Channel classification information requests
- Channel classification information
- Reconfiguration requests
- CM negotiation messages
- Messages for master CM selection.
4.3.5 Interface C

Interface C between a CM and a TVWS database may be used to transmit the following:

- From a CM to a TVWS database:
  - Available channel list request
  - Request for the information required for output power level management
- From a TVWS database to a CM:
  - Available channel list
  - Information required for output power level management.

4.4 Coexistence services

4.4.1 Introduction

Coexistence services are services provided by the coexistence system to dissimilar or independently operated TVBD network or device, as well as, services provided by entities of the coexistence system to other entities of the coexistence system. Correspondingly, there are two categories of the coexistence services:

- Services provided to TVBD devices or networks
- Service provided to CMs.

The coexistence services are summarized in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 — Summary of coexistence services](image-url)
4.4.2 Services for TVBD network or device

The coexistence system provides coexistence services to a TVBD network or device via interface A. To obtain services from the coexistence system, a TVBD network or device needs to authenticate and register to the system and subscribe to its services.

After the registration, the TVBD network or device can get one of the following coexistence services from the coexistence system:

- Information service
- Management service.

A TVBD device or network can be subscribed to only one service at a time.

Within the information service, the TVBD network or device gets neighbor and radio environment information.

Within the management service, the TVBD network or device gets reconfiguration requests generated by the coexistence system. The TVBD network or device needs to provide information to the coexistence system while using this service. Also, the TVBD network or device needs to perform measurements according to requests from the coexistence system. These information and measurement results are used by the coexistence system to make coexistence decisions.

4.4.3 Service for CM

A CDIS provides coexistence services to CMs via interface B2. A CM can get the following coexistence service from a CDIS:

- Neighbor discovery service.

Within the neighbor discovery service, the CM gets the neighbor lists for TVBD networks or devices served by this CM.

Two types of neighbour discovery service are provided by the CDIS to the CM. Within the first type, the CM gets neighbour list information for inter-CM neighbors only. Within the second type, the CM gets all neighbour list information, that is, for both inter-CM and intra-CM neighbors.

4.5 Coexistence algorithms

4.5.1 Introduction

Coexistence algorithms are algorithms executed inside the coexistence system in order to provide the coexistence services.

Two classes of algorithms are defined:

- Coexistence decision making algorithms
- Neighbor discovery algorithms.

Coexistence decision making algorithms are algorithms used by CM to make coexistence decisions related to TVBD network or device reconfiguration.
Neighbor discovery algorithms are algorithms used by CDIS and CM to discover neighbor TVBD networks or devices. The standard defines several algorithms for each class. Implementation is not intended to be limited by one particular algorithm.

4.5.2 Coexistence decision making algorithms

4.5.2.1 Algorithm based on neighbor report and radio environment information

This coexistence decision making algorithm is as follows. First, CM selects one TVBD network or device. It selects the TVBD network or device with the maximum unsatisfied demand for resources. Then, CM tries to allocate necessary spectrum resources to the selected TVBD network or device.

The algorithm considers at most neighbors of neighbors of the selected TBD network or device to keep the complexity low. The following input parameters are taken into account: operational frequency bands, interference margins, total interference level from neighbors, transmit powers, and support for scheduling.

The key principle of the algorithm is to enable acceptable performance for all TVBD networks or devices while minimizing the number of required reconfigurations. Following this principle, the CM checks first the possibility to reconfigure the selected TVBD network or device only. If this is impossible, the CM tries solutions that require reconfiguration of neighbors.

Priority is given to the solutions that do not require to reduce capacity of already operating TVBD networks or devices. Also, power control is left to the last stages of the algorithm because providing largest range for their devices is desirable.

The result of the algorithm consists of the indication of the operating frequencies, transmission power limits, channel sharing, and sharing schedule to the selected TVBD network or device and to other affected TVBD networks or devices.

4.5.2.2 Algorithm based on channel classification and channel set transition

This coexistence decision making algorithm is based on TV channel classification and channel set transition to maintain channel availability information by the CM. All TV channels are classified in the following eight sets:

- Disallowed channels
- Allowed channels
- Available channels
- Protected channels
- Restricted channels
- Unclassified channels
- Operating channels
- Coexistent channels.

The disallowed set is a set of channels disallowed for any TVBD networks or devices by regulation, or by the request of incumbents. It should be provided by TV bands database and will be updated if necessary. For example, in the U.S. TV channel 3, 4, and 37 are disallowed by regulation. Also a TV channel
registered at TV bands database by a licensed wireless microphone is disallowed for any TVBD networks or devices.

The allowed set is a set of channels allowed for TVBD networks or devices. It should be provided by TV bands database and will be updated if necessary. All TVBD networks or devices should first obtain a list of the allowed channels before their operating over TV channels.

The available set is a set of free channels available for TVBD networks or devices.

The restricted set is a set of channels restricted to use with limitations due to regulation. It can be used by TVBD networks or devices under limited conditions predefined by regulation. For example, in the U.S. a portable/personal TVBD can use “the first adjacent channel of the incumbent activating channel” with limited transmit power ($\leq 40\text{mW EIRP}$) by FCC regulation.

The protected set is a set of channels to be protected due to incumbent activity. It cannot be used by any TVBD networks or devices.

The unclassified set is a set of channels has not been classified as one of listed above three sets.

The operating set is a set of operating channels being used by each TVBD network or device. If each TVBD network or device has different operating channel, spectrum etiquette, i.e., FDM (frequency division multiplexing), among TVBD networks or devices is achievable.

The coexistent set is a set of channels being shared by two or more TVBD networks or devices as an operating channel. TVBD networks or devices might need a coexistence mechanism to resolve co-channel interference among them.

Figure 3 shows Venn diagram of TV channels.

![Venn diagram of TV channels](image)

4.5.2.3 Algorithm based on operating channel selection mechanism

This coexistence decision making algorithm is based on operating channel selection mechanism that allocates a proper operating channel to TVBD networks or devices. The following three channel allocation methods for operating channel selection are considered:
Individual TV channel allocation

Shared TV channel allocation by TVBD networks of the same type

Shared TV channel allocation by TVBD networks of the dissimilar type

In the individual TV channel allocation, TV channels are dynamically assigned to each TVBD network which use different TV channels. So it is possible that non-overlapped TV channels are allocated to TVBD networks. This guarantee co-channel-interference-free TV channel use and coexistence problem can be eliminated through a proper TV channel allocation.

In shared TV channel allocation, two or more TVBD networks share the same TV channel. There could be a number of TV channels that are being shared. If a TV channel is shared by the TVBD networks of the same type, self-coexistence mechanisms shall be applied to mitigate co-channel interference. If a TV channel is shared by TVBD networks of the dissimilar type, inter-system coexistence mechanisms shall be applied to mitigate co-channel interference.

4.5.2.4 Algorithm based on negotiation among neighbor CMs

This coexistence decision making algorithm enables the coexistence system to share the frequency bands of the coexistence managers effectively in a case where two or more TVBDs are inter-CM neighbor relation. The inter-CM neighbors are registered to the different CM and interfered with each other over the same operating channel due to their geo-location, transmission range, interference range, and etc. The key processing components, which are conducted in CM, are decision making of operating channel list, round-robin mode parameters and competition mode parameters.

Based on the decision making of operating channel list, when all neighbor CMs allow the independent use, the inter-CM neighbor network uses independent operating channels, i.e., non-overlapped operating channels with neighbor networks or devices, called etiquette mode. On the other hand, when some neighbor CMs disallow the independent use, the inter-CM neighbor network shares operating channels with neighbor networks or devices, called contention mode. Time-division multiplexing (TDM) is the promising technique for sharing operating channels. Based on this technique, time slot is assigned sequentially to all inter-CM neighbor networks, called round-robin mode, or assigned to particular inter-CM neighbor networks through competition among inter-CM neighbor networks, called competition mode.

4.5.2.5 Algorithm based on processing load balancing

This coexistence decision making algorithm enables the coexistence system to utilize the distributed processing power of the coexistence managers effectively, and to maximize the number of the registered TVBD(s) in accordance with the conditions of the coexistence system operation. The key component is to adapt different channel selection policies, which are composed of centric coordination by master CM, cooperative coordination between CM and TVBD itself and autonomous/distributed coordination by different CMs, to the conditions of the coexistence system operation.

The centric coordination means that a master CM makes final decisions on channel selections for its TVBD networks or devices and for all TVBD networks or devices of its slave CMs. The cooperative coordination means that CM has capability to ask TVBD networks or devices to make final decisions required for coexistence. The autonomous/distributed coordination means that each CM individually makes final decisions on channel selections for its TVBD networks or devices.

4.5.2.6 Algorithm based on co-channel sharing via TVBD network geometry classification

This coexistence decision making algorithm enables the coexistence system to optimize the efficiency of the frequency utilization as much as possible in managing TVWS operation, in a case where the system
cannot assign different channel among neighbor TVBD networks. The key processing parts, which are conducted in CDIS or CM, are composed of four processing parts which are the neighbor TVBD discovery process based on network geometry classification, the network coexistence protocol check process, the interference power level check process and the backhaul connection check process.

4.5.2.7 Algorithm based on output power level control

This coexistence decision making algorithm enables the coexistence system to address the aggregated interference problem in the target protection service contour due to the multiple simultaneous transmission of neighbor TVBDs. The calculation basis may be applicable in conducting an information service on a potential aggregated interference power level, or a management service on power control of TVBDs.

4.5.3 Neighbor discovery algorithms

Neighbor discovery algorithms are part of neighbor discovery system with which a CDIS finds out TVBD networks or devices that potentially interfere with other TVBD networks or devices that are registered to it. In the neighbor discovery algorithms the CDIS estimates interference level caused by a TVBD and if the interference level is high enough in the location of another TVBD the two TVBDs are deemed neighbors.

Interference level estimates are done based on propagation models that take into account characteristics of the frequency band and the operating environment. In the estimations the CDIS takes into account also the TVBDs transmitter and receiver capabilities and characteristics like maximum transmit power and antenna configurations.